Here quantum theory representations of real (R) and complex (C) numbers are described as equivalence classes of Cauchy sequences of states of single, finite strings of qukits where the qukit string states represent rational numbers. This work extends earlier work with qubit string states to qukit string states for any base k ≥ 2. Quantum theory representations differ from the usual classical representations as states of kit strings in two ways: the freedom of choice of basis states, and the fact that each quantum theory representation is part of a mathematical structure that is itself based on the real and complex numbers. In particular, states of qukit strings are elements of Hilbert spaces, which are vector spaces over the complex field. These aspects enable the description of three dimensional frame fields labeled by different k values, different basis or gauge choices, and different iteration stages. The reference frames in the field are based on each R and C representation where each frame contains representations of all physical theories as mathematical structures based on the R and C representation. One result of note is that the R and C values of physical quantities, which are viewed in a frame as elementary points, are seen in a parent frame as equivalence classes of Cauchy sequences of states of qukit strings.
Introduction
Numbers play a basic role in physics, so basic in fact that their use, both in experiments and in theory, is taken for granted and is rarely examined. Natural numbers and integers are probably the most basic because of their role in counting, rational numbers play a basic role in that numerical experimental outputs are represented as rational numbers. They also are the type of numbers used in all computer computations.
The importance of real and complex numbers lies in their being the number base of all physical theories used so far. This includes classical and quantum mechanics, quantum field theory, QED, QCD, string theory, and special and general relativity. Each of these theories is a mathematical theory characterized by a different set of axioms. Assuming the axiom sets are consistent, each theory has many different representations as mathematical structures based on the real and complex numbers. The connection to physics is made by interpreting some of the elements in the mathematical structures as representing physical systems and physical quantities. Examples include the use, in quantum theory, of elements of Hilbert spaces and operators on the spaces to represent states and observable physical quantities of systems, the use of other elements, to represent various properties of space time, etc.
In all of this, the tacit assumption is made that the properties of physical systems and the physical universe are independent of the properties of mathematical theories and their representations. The general approach taken is to discover the theory that best describes physical systems and their properties. Little attention is paid to whether the basic properties of theories and their mathematical representations have any influence on the basic properties of physical systems or how intertwined physics and mathematics are.
In this paper an approach is taken that suggests a close intertwining of physics and some mathematics. The approach stems from the work of Wigner on the unreasonable effectiveness of mathematics in the natural sciences [1, 2, 3] . This led to the idea that one should work towards developing a coherent theory of mathematics and physics together [4, 5] .
As part of this work the goal of this paper is to extend previous work on the quantum representation of numbers [6, 7, 8] and show that quantum theory representations of real and complex numbers have properties not possessed by classical representations of these numbers. It will be seen that the structures resulting from these properties suggest a close intertwining between the properties of physical and mathematical systems.
Although little investigated, these possibilities are not new. Perhaps the closest is the work of Tegmark [9, 10] which suggests that the physical universe really is a mathematical structure. Other work which emphasizes the close relationship between physics and mathematics is concerned with quantum theory representations of mathematical systems. This work includes papers on quantum set theory [11, 12, 13] , quantum theory representations of numbers [14, 15, 16, 17] , and the use of category theory in physics [18, 19] .
The quantum representations of real and complex numbers presented here differ from other work in this area in that they are not abstract representations based on quantum logic [14, 15] , nonstandard numbers [16] , or category theory [18, 19] . Instead they are based on representations of natural numbers, N , integers, I, and rational numbers, Ra, as states of finite strings of qukits.
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This choice is based on the observation that all physical representations of 1 Qukits are extensions of qubits to systems with states in a finite k dimensional Hilbert space.
numbers are in the form of k-ary representations as states of strings of kits or of qukits. This is the case for all experimental outputs. Also all computations are based on these representations of numbers. The importance of this type of number for computations and the limits of computation suggest other ties to information theory and limitations on the information resources of the universe [20, 21] .
Here the quantum theory representations of real numbers are constructive in that they are described as equivalence classes of Cauchy sequences of states of qukit strings. In essence this is a translation of the definition in mathematical analysis textbooks [22] as equivalence classes of Cauchy sequences of rational numbers into quantum theory. 2 These representations are described in the next two sections. First quantum representations of natural numbers, integers, and rational numbers are presented as states of single finite qukit strings. Each representation corresponds to a choice of a basis or gauge g and a base k for qukit states. Gauge and base changing transformations of these representations are discussed. Quantum representations of real numbers as equivalence classes of Cauchy sequences of states of single finite qukit strings are described in Section 3.
In section 4 the description is extended to apply to representations for different gauges and bases. For each gauge g and base k one has a quantum theory representation R k,g of the real numbers. An equivalent representation R k,U will be used here where U is a gauge transformation that takes an arbitrary fixed gauge g 0 into g = U g 0 . Gauge and base change operations on R k,U , as in R k,U → R k ′ ,U ′ , are defined based on the definitions of gauge and base transformations on the q k string states. Here q k denotes a qukit.
The description is extended to include quantum theory representations of complex numbers, C k.U , in section 5. Here they are defined as equivalence classes of Cauchy sequences of states of pairs of finite q k strings where the pair elements correspond to real and imaginary parts of a complex rational number. Cauchy conditions are applied separately to the sequences of real and imaginary components.
The rest of the paper is based on properties of these representations. Each representation R k,U , C k,U serves as the base of a reference frame F k,U that includes representations of all physical theories 3 as mathematical structures based on R k,U , C k,U . The use of reference frame terminology is consistent with other uses [23, 24] in that it sets a base or reference point R k,U , C k,U for representations of all physical theories.
Two dimensional fields of quantum reference frames can be described with each F k,U associated with a different value of k, U. A third dimension of the field is based on the fact that the states of finite q k strings are elements of a Fock space which is itself a mathematical structure based on the real and complex numbers. This result, which does not apply to states of finite strings of kits, allows the iteration of the construction to give a third dimension to the frame field. This is described in Section 6 along with the different possible iteration types (finite, one-way infinite, two-way infinite, cyclic).
The view of observers in different frames in the field is also described. An observer O k,U in frame F k,U sees the real and complex number base R k,U , C k,U of his frame as abstract sets of elementary, featureless points. The only properties they have are based on the axioms for real and complex numbers. An observer in a parent frame sees his/her own real number base in the same way. However he/she also sees that R k,U , C k,U have more structure in that the points are (equivalence classes) of Cauchy sequences of states of finite q k strings.
Integration of the frame field with physics is discussed in Section 7. Possible methods of collapsing the frame field or identifying the different frames with one another are noted. Of special interest is the point that in any frame the real and complex number components of all physical quantities are seen as featureless and abstract. However, when viewed from a parent frame these components in the descendent frame are seen as equivalence classes of Cauchy sequences of finite q k strings. In particular, if the space time manifold is represented as a 4−tuple R 4 of real numbers, then the points of the manifold, which are featureless and elementary in a frame, have structure as equivalence classes of Cauchy sequences of states of finite q k strings when viewed from a parent frame.
The paper concludes with a discussion of some of the many outstanding issues. These include a discussion of the representation of the gauge transformation dimension in the frame field, the possible representation of the Cauchy sequences as quantum fields over the integers, the replacement of Cauchy sequences by operators, and other issues.
Two aspects of the following work should be emphasized. One is that rational numbers are represented by states of single qubit strings and not by states of pairs of qubit strings. This is based on the observation that all physical representations of rational numbers, such as computer inputs and outputs, outcomes of measurements, physical constants, etc. are as single strings of digits in some base k ≥ 2 (usually 2 or 10) and not as pairs of integers. Also complex numbers are represented in computations by pairs of finite digit strings in some base where the pair elements correspond to the real and imaginary components. The usefulness of this representation based on single strings follows from the fact that all representations of rational numbers, as single strings of k − ary digits, are dense in the sets of all rational and all real numbers.
It should be noted that, by themselves states of kit or qukit strings, such as |100101 for k = 2, do not represent numbers of any type. The association of these states to numbers is based on definitions of basic arithmetic or field relations and operations for these states and the requirement that they have the properties given by the set of axioms for the type of number being considered. For this reason descriptions of the basic relations and operations for each number type are summarized in the descriptions of representations of each type of number. Details are given in [6, 29] .
2 Quantum Representations of Natural Numbers, Integers, and Rational Numbers
Representations
The quantum representations of numbers are described here by states of strings of qukits on a two dimensional integer lattice, I × I. The states are given by |γ, 0, h, s where s is a 0, 1, · · · , k − 1 valued function on an interval [l, h; u, h] of I × I, with l ≤ 0 ≤ u, γ = +, − denotes the sign, and 0, h the lattice location of the k − al point.
Here the idea is that the states |γ, 0, h, s k represent numbers in N, I, and Ra. For numbers in N, γ = +, l = 0; for numbers in I, l = 0, and there are no restrictions for Ra. A compact notation is used where the location of the sign, denoted by 0, h, is also the location of the k−al point. As examples, the base 10 numbers 612, −0474, −012.7100 are represented here by |612+ , |0474− , |012 − 7100 respectively. Note that leading and trailing 0s are allowed.
The states |γ, 0, h, s can be represented in terms of creation operators acting on the qukit vacuum state |0 where
Here c † γ,0,h creates a sign qubit at (0, h) and a † i,j,h creates a qukit in state i = 0, 1, · · · , k − 1 at (j, h). The creation operators and the corresponding annihilation operators satisfy the usual commutation or anticommutation rules for respective boson or fermion qukits. The variable h is present to allow for the presence of n − tuples of q k string states representing n − tuples of numbers.
The use of I × I as a framework for qukit state representations is based on the need to distinguish qukits in a string by a discrete ordering parameter and to distinguish different qukit strings from one another. This is seen in Eq. 1 where the integers j with l ≤ j ≤ u order the qukits in a string and the values of h serve to distinguish different strings. There is no need to consider I × I as a space lattice as its sole function is to provide discrete ordering and distinguishing labels.
Also the locations of the qukit strings in the lattice direction of the strings will be restricted in that the sign qubit will always be at site 0. Any value of h as in |γ, 0, h, s k is possible.
For all γ, h, s the states |γ, 0, h, s k and their linear superpositions
are elements of a Fock space F k . Here and in the following, s = l≤0 u≥0 s [l,u] is a sum over all integer intervals [l, u] and over all 0, 1, · · · , k−1 valued functions s with domain [l, u] . Pairs of the basis states are represented as |γ, 0, h, s k |γ
with an obvious extension to triples and n − tuples of states. The subscript k is used to denote the base. It is also a reminder that base k qukits are different from base k ′ qukits just as spin k systems are different from spin k ′ systems.
The basic arithmetic relations needed to show that the states |γ, 0, h, s k do represent numbers are equality = A,k and less than or equal to ≤ A,k .
holds if γ ′ = γ and s ′ = s up to leading and trailing 0s.
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Arithmetic ordering ≤ A,k on N , and on positive I and Ra states,
expresses the condition that the left hand state is either arithmetically equal to or less than the right hand state. 6 The extension to zero and negative I and Ra states is given by the two conditions
The A, k subscript in these relations emphasizes that these are arithmetic relations on the states. They are quite different from the usual quantum mechanical relations between states. For instance two states which differ by the number of leading or trailing 0s are arithmetically equal but are not quantum mechanically equal.
The basic arithmetic operations on Ra are +, −, ×, and a set of division operations, ÷ ℓ , one for each ℓ. This expresses the fact that the set of k − ary rational string numbers is not closed under division when restricted to single finite length strings. However it is closed under division to any finite accuracy, k −ℓ . For each k unitary operators for +, −, ×, and ÷ ℓ are represented bỹ + A,k ,− A,k ,× A,k , and÷ A,k,ℓ . These operators act on pairs of q k string states as input. Output consists of repeating or preserving the pair of input states and creating a result string state.
To express this in a bit more detail, letÕ A,k represent any of the four operation types,
The preservation of the input states is sufficient to ensure that the operators are unitary. The values of h, h ′ , h ′′ are arbitrary except that they are all different. 4 One cannot avoid defining these relations and operations directly on the states. To see this let the operatorÑ satisfyÑ |γ, 0, h, s k = N (γ, s)|γ, 0, h, s k where N (γ, s) is supposed to be the number represented by |γ, 0, h, s k . Because of the possible presence of leading and trailing 0s, the eigenspaces ofÑ are infinite dimensional. One knows that the set of eigenvalues ofÑ satisfy the relevant axioms. To prove that N (γ, s) is the number represented by |γ, 0, h, s k one must show thatÑ is a homomorphism. This requires defining the arithmetic relations and operations directly on the states and showing that they satisfy the relevant axioms. 5 That is, for all j, If j is in both [l, u] and
6 The < A,k relation can be expressed by conditions on s and s ′ . Let jmax and j ′ max be the largest j values such that s(jmax, h) > 0 and
In these equations the states |γ ′′ , 0, h ′′ , s ′′ k with subscripts O = +, −, ×, ÷ ℓ give the results of the arithmetic operations. It is often useful to write them as
The subscript A on these operations distinguishes them as arithmetic operations. They are different from the quantum operations of linear superposition, +, − and product, × with no subscripts. Extension of these operations to linear superposition states introduces entanglement. Use of Eq. 6 gives
Another operation that is essential for the axioms for N and is very useful for the others is that of the successor operation which corresponds to the +1 operation. For string number states it is useful to expand the definition to consider successor operatorsṼ j for each integer j. The action ofṼ j on a base k string stateṼ
corresponds to the arithmetic addition of k j where j is any integer. The usefulness of this operation is that the other arithmetic operations can be defined in terms of it.
Also this definition provides an efficient way 7 to implement the arithmetic operations [28] . This follows from the observations that for each k V k j =Ṽ j+1 (10) and that the implementation of eachṼ j is efficient. Also implementation of the various arithmetic operations by use of theṼ j is efficient. Here k is the base and g is a gauge fixing function where for each integer pair j, h, g(j, h) is a basis choice for the k dimensional Hilbert space of qukit states at j, h. B X k,g = {g(j, h) : (j, h)ǫI × I} is the basis for each q k site in I × I. Gauge transformations of the sign qubit are ignored here although they could be easily included.
Transformations of Representations
X k ′ ,g ′ on the representation space. The two transformations of interest are the k changing transformationsW k ′ ,k and the gauge transformations U k . If desired one can also define a shift operatorT that increases the value of h by 1 as inT
Here s ′ (j, h + 1) = s(j, h). This was done in [29] .
Otherwise it is local. The action of U k changes the basis set or state reference frame for each qukit [26] in that
holds for each g. The action of U k on a state |γ, 0, h, s, k,g and the individual A-C operators is given by
These results are based on the representation of U k (j) as
Here
The base changing operatorW k ′ ,k is more complex. IfW k ′ ,k is defined on the state |γ, 0, h, s k,g , then
represents the same number in the base k ′ representation as |γ, 0, h, s k does in the base k representation. This a nontrivial requirement because one needs to specify what is meant by "the same number as". In particular it means that, first all axioms and theorems of the number type being considered must be mapped from their expression in base k to their equivalents in base k ′ , and then any formula or equation expressed in base k which is valid for |γ, 0, h, s k , must, after transformation, be valid for |γ, 0, h, s
The operatorW k ′ ,k is defined for all natural number and integer qukit string states. However for qukit string states that represent rational numbers the domain and range ofW k ′ ,k depend on the relations between the prime factors of k and k ′ . The domains and ranges for the different cases are summarized by the following relations [29] . Let P F (k) denote the prime factors of k. Then
each have elements not in the other and share elements in common, thenW
In the above ⊂ F B The case where P F (k) = P F (k ′ ) is of special interest because for each k there is a smallest k ′ that has the same prime factors as k. If
then the smallest k ′ is given by
Here p ja for a = 1, 2, · · · , n is the j a th prime number. This shows that for each finite subset S of primes there is a set [k S ] of bases such that for any pair
A special case of this consists of the values k n whose factors are the first n primes, each to the first power,
The sets [k n ] are of interest here because, if n < m,
It should also be noted that the definitions of both U k andW k ′ ,k extend by linearity to linear superpositions of qukit string states.
The second equation is valid for all component states in the domain ofW k ′ ,k .
Quantum Representations of Real Numbers
Here quantum representations of real numbers as equivalence classes of sequences of base k qukit (q k ) string states that satisfy the Cauchy condition are briefly described. This extends earlier work [6] on real number representations that was limited to k = 2.
The Cauchy Condition for State Sequences
Here sequences of states are defined to be functions Ψ from the natural numbers to states in F Ra k . If the states in the range set of Ψ are all basis states, then Ψ(n) = |γ n , 0, h n , s n k . In this case an equivalent notation for Ψ is Ψ = {|γ n , 0, h n , s n k }. More generally Ψ(n) is a linear superposition of basis states.
Note that the values of h n are all different in that m = n → h m = h n . This is needed because one must be able to distinguish Ψ(n) from Ψ(m).
The definition used here of the Cauchy condition for sequences of q k string states is, in effect, a translation into quantum mechanics of a definition in mathematical analysis textbooks [22] . To this end let {|γ n , 0, h n , s n k : n = 1, 2 · · · , } be a sequence of base q k string states. The sequence {|γ n , 0, h n , s n k } satisfies the Cauchy condition if For each ℓ there is a p where for all j, m > p
is the state that is the base k arithmetic absolute value of the state resulting from the arithmetic subtraction of |γ m , h m , s m k from |γ j , h j , s j k . The Cauchy condition says that this state is arithmetically less than or equal to the state |+, −ℓ k = |+, 0 [0,−ℓ+1] 1 −ℓ k for all j, m greater than some p. HereÑ |+, −ℓ = k −ℓ |+, −ℓ . The subscripts A, k are used to indicate that the operations are arithmetic and on base k string states, and are not the usual quantum theory operations. The location 0 of the sign qubit is suppressed as it is the same everywhere.
The Cauchy condition can be extended to sequences {ψ n } of linear superpositions of q k string states. Let ψ n = γ,h,s |γ, h, s γ, h, s|ψ n . The probability that the arithmetic absolute value of the arithmetic difference between ψ j and ψ m is arithmetically less than or equal to |+, −ℓ is given by
The sum is over all |γ, h, s , |γ ′ , h ′ , s ′ that satisfy the statement in the second line of the above equation.
The sequence {ψ n } satisfies the Cauchy condition if P {ψn} = 1 where
Here P {ψn} is the probability that the sequence {ψ n } satisfies the Cauchy condition. Cauchy sequences can be collected into equivalence classes by defining {|γ n , h n , s n } ≡ {|γ To this end let [{|γ n , h n , s n k }] denote the equivalence class containing the Cauchy sequence {|γ n , h n , s n k }. 9 Similarly {ψ n } ≡ {ψ
where P {ψn}≡{ψ ′ m } is given by Eqs. 23 and 24 with ψ ′ k replacing ψ k in Eq. 23. It is easy to show that these quantum equivalence classes are larger than the classical classes in that they contain state sequences {ψ n } of linear superposition states. However no new equivalence classes are created. This follows from the observation that each equivalence class contains a sequence of basis states.
The basic field relations = R,k , ≤ R,k and operations+ R,k ,− R,k ,× R,k ,÷ R,k on the set [{|γ n , s n k }] of all equivalence classes can be defined by lifting the corresponding relations and operations for the q k string states. For example 
The real number division operator ÷ R,k can be defined using a diagonal definition (with ℓ = n) in Eq. 25 by replacing O A,k by ÷ A,k,n . It can be shown [6] that the set of equivalence classes, [{|γ n , 0, h n , s n k }], with these operations and relations is a representation or model of the real number axioms. Thus it is just as valid as a set of real numbers as is any other set satisfying the axioms. This representation is denoted here by R k , or equivalently by R k,g where g denotes the basis choice for the q k states on I × I.
Space of Real Number Representations and Associated Transformations
The quantum theory representation of real numbers just described, R k,g , is parameterized by the base k and a gauge fixing g. It is clear that for each pair k, g one has an associated quantum representation R k,g of the real numbers. The transformation R k,g → R k ′ g ′ is an isomorphism as all representations of the real numbers (axiomatized by second order axioms) are isomorphic [32] . However this does not mean that they are identical. For instance, Cauchy sequences of q k string states, which are elements of the equivalence classes in R k,g , are distinct from Cauchy sequences of q k ′ string states, which are elements of equivalence classes in R k ′ ,g , as q k and q k ′ systems are different. Similarly Cauchy sequences {|γ n , 0, h n , s n k,g } of q k string states using the basis set B k,0,g are different from Cauchy sequences {|γ n , 0, h, s n k,g ′ } of q k string states using the basis set B k,0,g ′ . This can be seen from Eqs. 12-15 which show the relations between the two basis sets and between the single q k A-C operators for each of the two basis sets.
It follows from this that each gauge transformation U k induces a transformation R k,g → R k,g ′ . If one chooses or fixes a gauge g = g 0 , then the R k,g ′ can all be represented by R k,U where R k,g corresponds to R k,ID , ID is the identity transformation, and g ′ = U k g 0 . Here the different real number representations will be denoted by R k,U . The reason is that the description in the previous section is based implicitly on a gauge fixing through the representation of the q k string states as |γ, 0, h, s k with the g understood.
Gauge Changing Operators
Gauge changing operators that act on sequences can be defined from
This shows that U k acts on individual sequences. The definition of U k can be lifted to apply to equivalence classes of Cauchy sequences to relate R k,ID to R k,U as in R k,U = U k R k,ID . The validity of this depends on the preservation of the Cauchy property under the action of U k . That is {|γ n , 0, h n , s n k } is a Cauchy sequence iff
It is a straightforward exercise to show that, for this definition, the Cauchy property is preserved under the action of U k .
The definition of U k can be extended to any pair R k,U , R k,U ′ of representations by defining R k,U ′ = U ′′ k R k,U where the action of U ′′ k is given by
and {U
These equations are based on the observation that the operators U k are isomorphisms and form a group of transformations on the space of different quantum representations R k,U (or R
Base Changing Operators
It remains to describe the base changing transformations. What one would like to do is lift the base changing transformationsW k ′ ,k on the q k string states to transformations on the Cauchy sequences of these states and operators by defining an operator
The problem is that the domain and range ofW k ′ ,k depend on the relation of the prime factors of k and k ′ . If k and k ′ are relatively prime, then this definition fails asW k ′ ,k is not defined on any of the noninteger states.
One way around this impasse is to generalize the definition ofW k ′ ,k to operatorsW k ′ ,k,ℓ for different nonnegative integers ℓ. Here
is a base k ′ state that represents the same number as the base k state |γ n , 0, h n , s n k,g up to accuracy
. This removes the problem because, for each
The desired definition of W k ′ ,k is that it be an isomorphism from R k,U to R k ′ ,U . This is equivalent to requiring that W k ′ ,k {|γ n , 0, h n , s n k,g } represents the same number in R k ′ ,U as {|γ n , 0, h n , s n k,g } does in R k,U . A proposed method of achieving this is by a definition that is diagonal in n and in ℓ.
To this end one defines
The operator W k ′ ,k must satisfy two properties: The sequence {|γ n , 0, h n , s ′ n k ′ ,g } must be Cauchy if {|γ n , 0, h n , s n , ℓ k,g } is Cauchy, and the two sequences must represent the same real number. This the case even though {|γ n , 0, h n , s ′ n , k ′ ,g } is in R k ′ ,g and {|γ n , 0, h n , s n k,g } is in R k,g . An equivalent requirement is that W k ′ ,k is an isomorphism from R k,g to R k ′ ,g . It preserves the basic field relations of equality and ordering and the operations of addition, multiplication and their inverses.
Quantum Representations of Complex Numbers
The description of quantum representations of real numbers can be easily extended to include quantum representations of complex numbers. The method that most closely follows physical representations of numbers as is done on computers is to extend the treatment of rational number representations to include both real and imaginary rational number parts as components of complex number representations. Application of the Cauchy condition separately to both the real and imaginary components gives a description of Cauchy sequences of complex rational number representations, which give quantum representations of complex numbers. In brief, following [6] , the number of qukit types is increased from two to four. These are represented by two different qukit A-C operators, (a † 
The state |0 denotes the qukit vacuum and 0, h denotes the location of the sign qubits.
where s and t are 0, · · · , k − 1 valued functions with integer interval domains [l, u] and [l ′ , u ′ ] respectively. The subscript g denotes the implicit gauge choice for the states of q r k and q i k at each site. Note that the states of qubit strings described here represent colocated strings of two types of qubits with sign qubits at the same location (0, h). Each string location (j, h), other than (0, h), contains up to two qukits, none, or one a and/or one b type. The (0, h) site contains the same a and b type qukits and two sign qubits, c and d. The colocation of the real and imaginary component strings is done here as a convenience. Other representations with the real and imaginary components at different lattice locations are also feasible. Here it is also immaterial whether the qubits are bosons or fermions as the representation is sufficiently inclusive to incorporate both.
The definitions of arithmetic relations and operations given for states of q r k strings can be easily extended to states of q r k and q i k strings following the usual arithmetic rules for operations on complex numbers. For arithmetic equality one has |γ, 0, h, s; γ
and |γ
Ordering relations are usually not considered because they are only partly defined (complex numbers cannot be ordered).
For the operations letÕ A,c,k be a unitary operator denoting any of the four operations + A,c,k , × A,c,k − A,c,k , ÷ A,c,k,ℓ . The action of any of these on complex rational states can be represented bỹ
where
The expression |(γ, 0, h, s; δ, t)O A,c,k (γ ′ , 0, h ′ , s ′ ; δ ′ , t ′ ) with O inside |−, − represents the rational string state resulting from carrying out the operation O A . Unitarity is satisfied by preserving the two input states and creating a result state.
The arithmetic operations create entangled states when applied to linear superpositions of the string states. One has
Taking the trace over the ψ and ψ ′ component states gives a mixed state
that represents the result of the operation. Determination of the exact form of the state |γ ′′ , 0, h ′′ , s ′′ ; δ ′′ , t ′′ k,g from Eq. 38 for the different arithmetic operations is somewhat lengthy, but straightforward. It involves translation of the usual rules for implementation of arithmetic operations on complex numbers into those on quantum states. Details are given in [6] .
Quantum representations of complex numbers are based on application of the Cauchy conditions for real and imaginary components separately on the real and imaginary components of a sequence of q r k and q i k string states. The sequence {|γ n , 0, h n , s n ; δ n , t n k,g } of states is a Cauchy sequence if the following is satisfied:
For each ℓ there is an f where for all j, m > f Extension of the Cauchy condition to sequences of linear superpositions of complex rational string states is similar to that for sequences of superpositions of real rational states. Such a sequence is Cauchy if the probability is unity that both the real and imaginary components satisfy the Cauchy condition [6] .
The definition of equivalence for the real number representations extends here to complex number representations. Two Cauchy sequences are equivalent if the sequence obtained by interleaving the two sequences, real with real and imaginary with imaginary, is a Cauchy sequence. The definition of C equality, = C,k for the sequences is based on this in that
if the two sequences belong to the same equivalence class. The operationsÕ C,k =+ C,k ,− C,k ,× C,k act as one would expect. The result of carrying outÕ C,k on the sequence pair {|γ n , 0, h, s n ; δ n , t n k } and {|γ
The real and imaginary components of the nth element of the resulting sequence is obtained by carrying out the indicated operation on the nth elements of the pair of sequences. Note that for multiplication, type changing operators are involved. For example the arithmetic product of two imaginary components, represented as strings of type b creation operators becomes a real component represented as a string of type a creation operators. As was the case for the real number representations, the complex number division operator ÷ C,k can be defined using a diagonal definition with ℓ = n :
The nth element of the righthand sequence denotes the division, to accuracy k −n , of |γ n , 0, h n , s n ; δ n , t n k by |γ 
Fields of Quantum Reference Frames
At this point it is good to step back and view some consequences of the existence of the many different representations of R and C. All physical theories considered to date, and many mathematical theories, can be regarded as theories that are based on the real and complex numbers. Included are quantum and classical mechanics, quantum field theory, QED, QCD, special and general relativity, and string theory. It follows that for each representation R k,U , C k,U of R and C one has a corresponding representation of physical theories as mathematical structures based on
The large number of theories based on R, C suggests that one associate a reference frame F k,U with each R, C representation, R k,U , C k,U . Here R k,U , C k,U is referred to as the base of frame F k,U . The frame F k,U contains representations of all physical theories that are representable as structures based on R k,U , C k,U .
An observer in F k,U regards the real and complex numbers in the frame base as elementary, featureless objects, with no properties other than those required by the relevant axioms for R and C 11 . This is the prevalent view taken by physics so far of the nature of real and complex numbers.
This use of reference frames has much in common with other uses of reference frames in physics and particularly in quantum theory [23, 24, 25, 26, 27] . In special relativity, inertial coordinate systems define reference frames for describing physical dynamics. In quantum cryptography, Alice and Bob pick a polarization direction to define a reference frame for sending messages encoded in qubit string states. Here the representation R k,U , C k,U defines a reference frame to carry representations of all physical theories as structures based on
The large number of real and complex number representations and associated reference frames suggests that one define a frame field F over the two dimensional parameter space {k, U }. The field F is the frame F k,U at each value k, U of the parameters in the space. Note that the parameter U is unique to quantum theory representations as it is not applicable to representations based on states of kit strings. However, the parameter k is common to both qukit and kit string representations.
This construction is shown schematically in Figure 1 for three different values of k, U . This is shown by solid arrows coming from the parent frame F R,C to three descendent frames. Observers in each frame see the real and complex numbers in the base of their own frame as elementary, featureless objects with properties given by the relevant sets of axioms.
An observer O R in the parent frame F R,C also sees that R k,U , C k,U , as equivalence classes of Cauchy sequence of states of q k strings, represent real and complex numbers and can serve as the base of a frame F k,U . O R also sees that R k,U , C k,U are the base for representations of physical theories in F k,U .
An observer O k,U in F k,U also sees representations of physical theories as structures based on Quantum theory representations add a third dimension to the frame field that is not present in classical representations based on kit strings. It is based on the fact that quantum theory, in common with other physical theories, is a theory based on the real and complex numbers. The relevant point here is that states of finite strings of qukits are elements of a Fock space which is itself based on the real and complex numbers. This also applies to the states of individual q k which are elements of a k dimensional Hilbert space. Both these spaces are vector spaces over the complex field C.
The third dimension is based on the observation that the construction of representations of R, C can be iterated. This follows from noting that the construction of R k,U , C k,U , carried out in frame F R,C , can also be carried out in F k,U to obtain representations R 2,k ′ ,U ′ , C 2,k ′ ,U ′ . Here 2 is the iteration stage. This is possible because F k,U contains representations of physical theories, in-cluding quantum theory, as structures based on R k,U , C k,U .
It follows that one can iterate this construction to obtain frames emanating from frames. The iteration or stage number provides a third dimension to the frame field where for each number j F j,k,U denotes a frame at stage j. There are several different iteration types to consider: a finite number of iterations, a one way infinite number, a two way infinite number, and a finite cyclic iteration. These are illustrated schematically in figures 2 -4. Figure 2 shows the frame field for a finite number, n, of iterations. The iteration paths shown represent two out of an infinite number of paths. Each path segment, shown by an arrow, stands for a quantum theory representation of real and complex numbers described in the frame at the arrow tail. The frame at the arrow head is based on the described quantum theory representation. The iteration direction is shown by the arrows. Figs. 1 and 2 show the existence of a fixed frame which is an ancestor for all the frames in the field. This is the case even if n is extended to infinity in Fig. 2 to give a one way infinite iteration. Here, too, there is a fixed featureless representation of the real and complex numbers that is external to the whole field.
The two way infinite and cyclic iterations shown in Figs. 3 and 4 are different in this respect. There is no representation of the real and complex numbers that is external and featureless for the whole frame field. All are inside some frame as each frame has parent frames. The path shown in Figure 4 for cyclic iterations is an example of a path with winding number 1 in that it comes to its starting point in one turn around the iteration cylinder. One can, in principle at least have paths with finite winding numbers or even infinite winding numbers in that they never return to the starting point. One hopes to study in the future these types of paths and their dependence on the number of iterations.
The schematic nature of these figures is to be emphasized. Besides showing that two dimensions of the three dimensional frame field are discrete and one, the gauge dimension, is continuous, they are very useful to show what an observer sees in each frame as well as to illustrate the relation between frames in different generations. They are also illustrations of the different iterations that are mathematically possible. Which of the cases is relevant to physics will have to await more work.
The relations between the observers in different frames, described for Fig.  1 , is easily extended to multiple iteration stages shown in the other figures. Observers in each frame have in common the property that they can see down the field in the direction of the iterations. That is they can see all their descendent frames, but they cannot see any ancestor frames. They also cannot see any other frame at the same iteration stage. By "see frames and their relations" is meant that an observer inside a frame at stage m < n is outside of all frames at stages n greater than m and can see the frame iteration structure for all frames at stages greater than m. He/she can also see that the R, C representations in these descendent frames have structure as equivalence classes of Cauchy sequences of finite q k string states. It is also clear that no observer in a frame can see the whole frame field. This view is reserved for an observer outside the whole field. An observer in the common ancestor frame F R,C can see the whole descendent frame field structure, but he/she cannot tell if there are one or more ancestor stages above.
In many ways this is like the bird (outside the system) and frog (inside the system) views used [9, 10] by Tegmark 12 In effect one has here a hierarchy of bird and frog views. An observer in a frame has a frog view of his frame and the theories in his frame. He/she sees the real and complex number base of his frame as featureless and elementary. To him/her they have no structure. However he/she has a birds view of all descendent frames in that the relations between all descendent frames are visible to him. This means that the structure of the real and complex numbers in the descendent frames are visible. The observer cannot see any ancestor frames. For cyclic frame iterations this may have to be relaxed because ancestor frames are also descendent frames.
The iteration paths illustrated in the figures give a good representation of what observers in different frames can and cannot see. Each path is a "visibility" path for each frame on the path. If F j,k,U is on a path, then any frame F j ′ ,k ′ ,U ′ with j ′ > j on the path is visible from the frame. Frames F j ′ ,k ′ ,U ′ with j ′ < j are not visible. The totality of frame visibility from F j,k,U is then given by the descendant frames in all paths passing through F j,k,U .
Integration with Physics
An obvious question to ask concerns how the quantum representations of real and complex numbers and the resulting fields of iterated reference frames are related to physics. This relationship would be expected to be an important part of any approach to a coherent theory of physics and mathematics [4, 5] , or to any general theory in which physical and mathematical systems are closely related [9] .
As a start in this direction, consider again the relation between an observer in a frame and an observer in an immediate descendent frame. Examples would be an observer O R in frames F R,C and O k,U in F k,U of Fig. 1, or O 
As noted before, each observer sees the real and complex numbers in his own frame as elementary, featureless objects with no properties other than those derivable from the relevant axiom sets. This applies to both dimensionless physical quantities such as the fine structure constant and dimensioned quantities such as values of spatial position, distance, momentum, energy, all elements of the spectrum of observables, values of the metric tensor g µ,ν , etc.
However an observer in a parent frame sees all these physical quantities as (equivalence classes of) 13 Cauchy sequences of q k ′ string states. For example observer O j,k,U sees all physical quantities in a descendent frame F j+1,k ′ ,U in this way. To him/her the representations of dimensionless physical constants and values of dynamical and kinematical quantities of systems and fields, etc. in frame F j+1,k ′ ,U ′ are (equivalence classes of) Cauchy sequences of states of q k ′ strings.
The same holds for representations of all complex valued physical quantities, such as elements of matrices representing physical transformations, and quantum state expansion coefficients. These quantities in frame F j+1,k ′ ,U ′ are seen by O j,k,U in F j,k,U as (equivalence classes of) pairs of qukit string states.
In general, all these results on how the values of physical quantities are seen depends on the relation between the frame containing the representations of these quantities and the viewing frame of an observer. They all follow from the observations that in each frame all physical theories are represented as mathematical structures based on the real and complex number base of the frame and how these numbers are seen depends on the relation between the frame based on these numbers and the viewing frame.
Because of much interest in quantum gravity and associated structure of space and time [47] , it is worthwhile to consider how a representation of space time and its properties in one frame are viewed from a parent frame. As would be expected, real number values of all physical properties of space and time, which are featureless and elementary in one frame, are viewed as (equivalence classes of) Cauchy sequences of states of finite q k strings from a parent frame. This applies to distances, angles, coordinate positions, and to values of the metric tensor g µ,ν (x). It also applies to matrix representations of space time transformations from one inertial frame to another.
In addition, if one regards the points of the space time manifold as 4 − tuples R 4 of the real numbers, then the same arguments hold. In this case an observer in a frame F j+1,k ′ ,U ′ sees the points of his own space time manifold R 4 j+1,k ′ ,U ′ as elementary, featureless points whereas an observer O j,k,U in a parent frame F j,k,U sees the points of R 4 j+1,k ′ ,U ′ as (equivalence classes of) Cauchy sequences of q k ′ string states. To O j,k,U the space time points in F j+1,k ′ U ′ are not featureless as they have structure.
This description of how observers describe space times in different frames is valid only if one describes the space time manifold as a 4-tuple of real numbers. It does not apply if one uses another description of space time. For example, the description would not apply to discrete space times or space time foams [36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42] or space represented by spin networks [43] .
Another possible position is that space and time are continua that are different from the real numbers. However in one example of this [9] , real numbers are present as labels of space points. In this connection it should be noted that the set of (equivalence classes of) Cauchy sequences of states of finite q k strings is a continuum. By itself it does not represent the real numbers. This follows from the fact that the R representation is relative to and dependent on the definition of basic field relations and operations on the equivalence classes. Without these relations and operations, nothing can be said about whether the sequences or their classes do or do not represent real numbers.
14 Another aspect of integrating the frame field with physics is that there is no hint of the frame field structure in the properties of the observed physical universe. This suggests that one find some way to collapse the field structure or at least make the different reference frames appear to be "the same" in some sense. Another way to say this is to require that the physical properties of systems represented by frame field elements be frame invariant. That is, they are invariant under transformations from one frame to another.
A first step in this direction is to require that the field structure be such that all frames are equivalent. This would restrict the iteration types to the two way infinite and finite circular ones as they do not have an ancestor frame that is different (from the viewpoint of outside the frame field) from the other reference frames. It also seems appropriate to restrict consideration to the finite cyclic iteration field type as one way to move toward frame invariance is to reduce the size of the frame field.
The ultimate step in this direction is to reduce the number of iteration stages in a cycle to just one. Whether this is possible or not will have to await future work.
Another approach to reduce the frame field is to eliminate the gauge dimension entirely by requiring the states of the individual q k to be invariant under any basis change. This can be achieved by letting the 0 and 1 states of each q k be represented by different irreducible representations of the gauge group SU (k). One method [26, 44, 45] involves constructing new qukits from the old ones by reducing the product SU (k) × SU (k) into a sum of irreducible representations and choosing any two representations to represent the 0, 1 states of each new q k .
Another method [43, 46] uses transformations on the SU (k) group manifold to construct irreducible representations of the group that are invariant under the transformations. In essence this is the method used to construct angular momentum state subspaces labeled by different values of L that are invariant under rotations as transformations on SO(3).
Another approach to integrating the frame field with physics is based on noting that each path in Figs. 2-4 consists of a sequence of segments where each segment represents a real and complex number representation R j+1,k ′ ,U ′ C j+1,k ′ ,U ′ constructed from a quantum theory representation that is based on the number representation R j+1,k ′ ,U ′ C j+1,k ′ ,U ′ . The presence of these paths suggests that one might be able to obtain some physics emerging from the frame field by the use of gauge theory techniques. In particular a Feynman path integral and sum over all paths weighted by some action might serve to discard most of the field by emphasizing a small region of important paths. One problem here is that one does not know which action to choose.
Discussion
It is very clear from the material presented so far that there is much work to do, especially in the area of integrating the frame field with physics. One problem, besides those already noted, stems from the representation of gauge transformations by one continuous dimension of the frame fields as in Figs. 1-4 . This is an arbitrary representation as it is not at all clear what it means for one gauge transformation to be close to or far away from another. The problem here is that the U appearing in the figures are products of gauge transformations of states of single qukits in that they denote gauge transformations of states of strings of qukits. They do not refer to transformations of states of single qukits.
One way to approach this might be to assign a weighting to the component gauge transformations in the product based on their position in the string. A specific case would be a weighting based on the string position relative to the location of the sign qubit. Whether this approach is useful or not will have to be seen.
Another aspect of integrating the frame field with physics is based on the observation that a sequence of states of finite strings of qukits can be represented as a quantum field on the nonnegative integers. To see this one notes that a sequence {ψ n : n = 0, 1, · · ·} of states of finite strings of qukits where 
can be represented as a quantum field Ψ over the nonnegative integers. Here
denotes the field value at site n. Note that the value Ψ(n) of Ψ at n is, in general, a linear superposition of states of finite strings of qukits. It is not the state of a qukit at site n (unless the string has just one qukit).
Here the interest is restricted to fields Ψ that satisfy the Cauchy condition. This is a statement of arithmetic convergence as n increases without bound. In essence it is an asymptotic property of the fields Ψ. For the general case with Ψ given by Eqs. 46 and 45, Ψ is Cauchy if the probability P Ψ = P {ψn} = 1 where P {ψn} is given by Eq. 24.
As was the case for Cauchy sequences the idea here is that these Cauchy fields also represent real or complex numbers 15 The definitions of the basic field relations and operations = C , ≤ R , and + C , − C , × C , ÷ C can be changed to apply to these Cauchy fields. As was the case for Cauchy sequences, implementation of the basic arithmetic operations on pairs Ψ, Ψ ′ of fields creates a new field, Ψ ′′ , representing the result of the operation. If Ψ and Ψ ′ are fields of linear superpositions of q k string states, then the arithmetic operations create a three field entangled system.
Another quantum theory representation of real and complex numbers can be obtained by replacing the natural number domain of the sequences by states of q k strings that represent the natural numbers. In this way the sequences {ψ n } become quantum operators O where ψ n = O|+, 0, h, n k .
Here |+, 0, h, n k denotes a qukit string state |+, 0, h, s k that represents the number n in base k. The domain and range of O are respectively the subspace of F k spanned by natural number states and all of F k . One can use Eq. 47 to replace state sequences by operators. The definition of the Cauchy condition can be changed to apply to these operators by quantifying over the states |+, 0, h, n k as natural number representations and replacing the state |γ j , 0, h j , s j k in Eq. 22 by O|+, 0, h, j k and the state ψ j in Eq. 23 also by O|+, 0, h, j k . Similar replacements are made for |γ m , 0, h m , s m k and ψ m . Operators that satisfy the relevant Cauchy condition are denoted here as Cauchy operators.
The rest of the definition of quantum theory representations of real and complex numbers can be taken over to define representations as equivalence classes of Cauchy operators. In that case there does not seem to be a reason why one could not extend the frame field description to apply to Cauchy operators. In that case an observer in a frame would see real valued physical quantities in an immediate descendant frame as (equivalence classes of) Cauchy operators.
It should be emphasized that most of the results of this paper do not hold for classical representations based on states of finite strings of kits. Gauge transformations are not present as there is no corresponding basis choice to make. Also there are no frame iterations. This is a consequence of the fact that kits are free standing elements with k states, and the set of k states can be an arbitrary free standing set with no necessary relationship to a physical theory or to real and complex numbers.
This can also be seen from the description of rational numbers in most any textbook on mathematical analysis. The descriptions present rational numbers, as elements of a representation of the relevant field axioms. Real and complex numbers are not used in their description 16 or in the description of equivalence classes of Cauchy sequences or Dedekind cuts of rational numbers.
It is worth summarizing the basic results of this paper. Quantum representations of real and complex numbers based on Cauchy sequences of states of finite strings of q k have been described. Three dimensional frame fields based on these representations were described along with a resulting relative frame dependence of how real and complex number values of physical quantities are viewed. The essence of the frame dependence is that the values of physical quantities, which are seen as elementary, featureless points in a frame, are seen as (equivalence classes of) Cauchy sequences of states of finite q k strings when viewed from a parent frame.
These results are a consequence of the property of quantum theory representations of states of finite q k strings, that the states are elements of a mathematical structure (Fock space or Hilbert space) that is based on real and complex numbers. The iteration dimension of the field is a consequence of this feature.
To conclude one notes that there is much work to do, especially in integrating the results obtained here with physics. However it is hoped that the work presented here is a viable approach towards integrating mathematics with physics and in constructing a coherent theory of mathematics and physics together.
